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Anna Frebel

Observing the r-process 
in the 

oldest, most metal-poor stars

Part II (of sorts)
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A long time ago...

Today

Cosmic time (not to scale)

Big Bang

Larson & Bromm 2001

First 
galaxies

First stars
(100 M)

2nd and later generations 
of stars (<1 M)

Today’s galaxies



Chemical evolution & 
cosmic recycling
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Periodic Table
Astronomers’

We look for stars
that are metal-poor     

compared to the Sun’s 
composition!

H: X He: Y

With time, more and more of 
all elements were made!

We look for stars
with the least amounts
 of elements heavier 

than H and He!



Back-of-the-envelope calculation
Estimated H gas mass of typical star forming cloud: ~105 Msun

Estimated Fe yield of typical supernova: ~0.1 Msun

Assume homogenous and instantaneous mixing of Fe in gas
=> [Fe/H] = −3.2 is abundance of next-generation star
=> [Fe/H] ≤ −3:  only ~1 progenitor star produced that iron  

Clues to the r-process site
• Stellar Archaeology: using metal-poor stars to 

probe the chemical content of the early universe

Metals

Star forming 
gas cloud

Low-mass 
stars found in our  

Galaxy today!

Observe chemical 
abundances of 

these -> chemical 
content of old gas 

clouds!

Early 
Stars

12-13 billion years

stellar archaeology
Using metal-poor stars to probe the early universe

(e.g. early dwarf 
galaxy)

Low-mass stars with M < 1 M: Lifetimes > 10 billion years => they are still around!

Through chemical abundance studies

(= 1/1000th of solar Fe)

6.5m Magellan telescope

First 
stars
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Updated metal-poor star 
classifications

Table 1 Classes and signatures of metal-poor stars

Description Definition Abbreviation

Population III stars Postulated first stars, formed from metal-free gas Pop III

Population II stars Old (halo) stars formed from low-metallicity gas Pop II

Population I stars Young (disk) metal-rich stars Pop I

Super-metal-rich [Fe/H] > 0.0 MR

Solar [Fe/H] = 0.0 None

Metal-poor [Fe/H] < �1.0 MP

Very metal-poor [Fe/H] < �2.0 VMP

Extremely metal-poor [Fe/H] < �3.0 EMP

Ultra-metal-poor [Fe/H] < �4.0 UMP

Hyper-metal-poor [Fe/H] < �5.0 HMP

Mega-metal-poor [Fe/H] < �6.0 MMP

Septa-metal-poor [Fe/H] < �7.0 SMP

Octa-metal-poor [Fe/H] < �8.0 OMP

Giga-metal-poor [Fe/H] < �9.0 GMP

Ridiculously metal-poor [Fe/H] < �10.0 RMP

Signature Metal-poor stars with neutron-capture element patterns Abbreviation

Main r-process 0.3  [Eu/Fe]  +1.0 and [Ba/Eu] < 0.0 r-I

[Eu/Fe] > +1.0 and [Ba/Eu] < 0.0 r-II

Limited r-processa [Eu/Fe] < 0.3, [Sr/Ba] > 0.5, and [Sr/Eu] > 0.0 r
lim

s-process [Ba/Fe] > +1.0, [Ba/Eu] > +0.5, [Ba/Pb] > �1.5 s

r- and s-processes 0.0 < [Ba/Eu] < +0.5 and �1.0 < [Ba/Pb] < �0.5b r + s

i-process No unambiguous match to neutron-capture element patterns/criteria i

Signature Metal-poor stars with other element characteristics Abbreviation

Neutron-capture normal [Ba/Fe] < 0 No

Carbon enhancement [C/Fe] > +0.7 for log(L/L�)  2.3 CEMPc

[C/Fe] � [+3.0� log(L/L�)] for log(L/L�) > 2.3d CEMP

↵-element enhancement [Mg, Si, Ca, Ti/Fe] ⇠ +0.4 ↵-enhanced
aAlso referred to as the light-element primary process (LEPP) (19) or ”weak” r-process.
bBased on only one known carbon-enhanced metal-poor (CEMP)-r + s star (20); may require future adjustments.
cThe CEMP star definitions are from Reference 21. s- and i-process-enhanced stars are always CEMP stars; r-process-

enhanced stars may or may not be CEMP stars. There is also a class of CEMP-no stars.
dCarbon corrections as a function of luminosity can also be obtained from Reference 22.

Numerous studies in the past three decades have validated that the iron abundance is indeed a good

proxy for the overall metal content of a star. However, at the lowest metallicities, specifically [Fe/H] <

�3.5, this fortuitous relation breaks down. A significant fraction of the stars show, for example, large

enhancements of carbon over iron compared with the Sun (4), significantly increasing the total metallicity

relative to just the iron abundance. Thus, it is important to refer to those stars as the most iron-poor

instead of the most metal-poor.

To easily di↵erentiate various classes of low-metallicity stars, Beers & Christlieb (23) introduced cat-

egories that classify their metallicity and chemical signatures. Table 1 presents an updated version, with

some modifications and additions from Reference 5[**AU: Credit line will be moved to table caption,

per house style** – AF: OK]. The table first lists stellar-population classifications that are primarily

of a historic nature but are still widely used. Next are the di↵erent metallicity classes, now extended to

[Fe/H] < �10.0, following suggestions by T. Beers and I. Roederer (personal communications), followed

by the stellar chemical signatures associated with enhancements in neutron-capture elements (i.e., those

elements heavier than iron). The abundance criteria listed o↵er a quick classification; matching many more

6 Frebel

Frebel 
2018
ARNP
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observational constraints 
on the r-process 

Constraints provided by r-process star observations
✓ Limited r-process stars

✓ Deviations from scaled solar r-process pattern for first 
peak elements
a. Some stars have higher relative abundances
b. Some stars have lower relative abundances

✓ Actinide element variations
a. Actinide boost stars (relative to a 13Gyr decay age)
b. Actinide deficient stars (relative to a 13Gyr decay age)

✓ Robust main pattern for elements Ba and above



Figure 5

(a) Normalized r-process-element abundances of metal-poor halo (open circles) and Reticulum II stars (red
squares), overlaid with the scaled solar r-process pattern (line) (66). (b) Di↵erences between the stellar abundances
and the solar pattern. Adapted courtesy of A. Ji. [**AF: this wording doesn’t make sense gramatically: ”Adapted
courtesy of” ... Adapted from what? OR or you mean ”Adapted, courtesy of ” Pls fix!**]

Table 2 Nucleosynthesis processes that can contribute neutron-capture elements

Process Conditions Elements Ye Astrophysical sites

produced

Terminal Insu�ciently neutron rich; Sr ! Ag < 0.5 Standard proto–neutron

QSEa ↵-, neutron-, proton-capture star wind in core-collapse

and reverse; expansion from supernovae;

hot, dense state shock-heated/disk ejecta

⌫p-process Proton rich, ⌫e rich; Sr ! Ag > 0.5 Standard proto–neutron

QSE and ⌫e capture star wind in core-collapse supernovae;

shock-heated/disk ejecta

Limitedb Neutron-to-seed ratio << 100; Sr ! Ba < 0.5 Modified proto–neutron star wind; neutron

r-process QSE and (limited star merger: disk (after merger, viscous/

(limited) neutron capture; production) wind timescales); shock-heated ejecta

no fission cycling toward Ba (during merger, dynamical timescales)

Main Neutron-to-seed ratio > 100; Ba! U < 0.2 Neutron star merger: tidal ejecta

r-process QSE and neutron capture; (during interaction);

any fission cycling dynamical ejecta (during merger)

Robust Neutron-to-seed ratio > 100; Ba ! U < 0.2 Neutron star merger: tidal ejecta

(main) QSE and neutron capture; (during interaction);

r-process fission cycling limit dynamical ejecta (during merger)
aQuasi-statistical equilibrium; see Reference 102 for a detailed description and treatment.
bOften referred to as the weak r-process or the light-element primary process (LEPP). However, the term “weak” does

not well describe the nature of the underlying r-process physics, and “LEPP” does not refer to a specific nuclear physics

process.

addition, it is astounding to recall that the r-pattern was discovered on the basis of the derivation of 1D

LTE abundances, despite the range of metallicities covered by the stars. The stability and reproducibility

of the pattern imply that systematic abundance uncertainties, such as NLTE or 3D e↵ects, cannot be of

a significant di↵erential nature for ionized species in the rare-earth regime, although these heavy elements

might still be equally a↵ected (which would simply shift uniformly but not di↵erentially change the pattern).

The universality of the main r-process o↵ers a unique opportunity to provide observational constraints on

theoretical modeling of the r-process because the stars clearly suggest only one end result. This enormous

advantage makes r-process-enhanced stars ideal test objects for nuclear physics, complementing nuclear

physics experiments, which cannot yet reach the heaviest neutron-rich nuclei involved in the r-process.

But which site can produce this end result? Generally, a very neutron rich environment with an

electron fraction of Ye < 0.2 is required to produce the second- and third-peak r-process elements. The

electron fraction, Ye = 1/(1 + Nn/Np), is the ratio of electrons to baryons (i.e., neutrons and protons)

describes the neutron richness, and is a critical parameter that ultimately determines which elements

are made (100, 101). It changes when protons capture electrons to form neutrons and, thus, with the

environmental conditions where an r-process can occur. Accordingly, moderately neutron- or proton-rich

QSE conditions with Ye & 0.5 (when Nn/Np < 1) enable the synthesis of first-peak elements. The main

r-process thus operates under Ye < 0.2 conditions that become as extreme as Ye ⇠ 0.05. In such a neutron-

rich environment, with a neutron-to-seed ratio of >> 100, fission cycling occurs before the r-process freezes

www.annualreviews.org • Tracing Heavy-Element Production with the Oldest Stars 15

Zoo of r-processes...!

Frebel 2018, ARNP



Rare r-process stars 
in the Milky Way

Dwarf 
galaxies

Halo

Bulge
Disk

Metal-poor
halo stars

✷
✷ ✷

✷ ✷
✷

✷✷

✷✷

  3 to 5% of metal-poor stars w/ 
[Fe/H]<−2.5 (Barklem et al. 05)

   Only ~40 stars known so far w/ 
[Eu/Fe] > 1.0; i.e. clear r-
process pattern above Ba

   More stars known with lower 
levels of 0.3 < [Eu/Fe] < 1.0; 
unclear what lowest level is

=> Origin of these stars is unknown

How common are r-process metal-
poor stars in the Milky Way?
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Limited r-process stars

Among 1658 metal-poor stars in JINAbase (Abohalima & Frebel 2017),  
42 stars have abundances that match the limited-r definition 
=> > ~3%  (strict lower limit due to observ. limitations of Eu detections!)

Limited-r stars: [Sr/Ba] > +0.5, [Eu/Fe] < +0.3
Hansen+2014

What is the site??
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elements 
R-process dwarf galaxy Ret I has lowest relative first 
peak abundances! 
=> purest r-process pattern available to us

too high

too low

robust



Element production 
driven by Ye

High Ye (neutron-poor) => first peak
Low Ye (neutron-rich) => second peak

Alex Ji

Ejecta Ye affects element production

Lippuner + Roberts 2015Critical Ye ~ 0.25

High Ye (neutron-poor) —> 1st peak 
Low Ye (neutron-rich) —> 2nd + 3rd peak

Ye = Ne/(Nn + Np)

1st peak 2nd peak

Rare Earths

3rd peak

Lippuner&Roberts 2015

Ye = Ne /(Nn + Np) 

Critical Ye ~ 0.20
(to make it all...?!?)

Can Ye be 
observationally 
constrained?
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To produce the entire 
observed pattern...

...NSM must eject material (mass) in multiple ways!

Alex Ji

NSMs need to eject mass in multiple 
ways to reproduce the full pattern

Models: Eichler et al. 2015, Wu et al. 2016; Ji + Frebel 2018

Tidal ejecta: low Ye 
Shocked polar ejecta: high Ye 

Disk winds: Ye distribution

Adding up mass: Mn-poor/Mn-rich ~ 0.6± 0.1

Ye~0.1 0.1 < Ye < 0.4

Adding up mass of elements in different regions: 
Mn-poor/Mn-rich ~ 0.6 ± 0.1 (from brightest RetII star)

Tidal ejecta: low Ye

Disk wind: Ye distribution

Shocked polar ejecta: high Ye

Models: Eichler+2015, Wu+ 2016, Ji & Frebel 2018

1st peak:
n-poor 2nd/3rd 

peak:
n-rich



Alex Ji

r-process halo stars show 
little scatter in Ye distribution

>10x variation in NSMs

Ret II

1st peak / Lanthanide

Ji + Frebel 2018(weak/limited r-process)

Halo 
r-II 

stars

Mn-poor/Mn-rich ~0.5 to 2

Some physical mechanism 
must link amount of n-rich 

and n-poor ejecta!
Note: 1st peak in halo stars can be  

contaminated by CCSNe

Lippuner 
et al. 2017

Alex Ji

r-process halo stars show 
little scatter in Ye distribution

>10x variation in NSMs

Ret II

1st peak / Lanthanide

Ji + Frebel 2018(weak/limited r-process)

Halo 
r-II 

stars

Mn-poor/Mn-rich ~0.5 to 2

Some physical mechanism 
must link amount of n-rich 

and n-poor ejecta!
Note: 1st peak in halo stars can be  

contaminated by CCSNe

Lippuner 
et al. 2017

What about that mass 
ratio more generally?

Halo r-process stars show some 
scatter of 1st peak to 2nd/3rd peak

Mn-poor/Mn-rich ~ 0.5 to 2

>10x variations in NSM models

Some physical mechanism must link 
amount of n-rich and n-poor ejecta!

Note: 1st peak 
could be 
contaminated by 
CCSN/limited r-
process1st peak/Lanthanide

Lippuner+2017



Alex Ji

Ret II has unusually low Th

Ji + Frebel 2018

Naive application of literature production ratios: 
Age = 24.9 ± 2.8 ± 10.3 ± 3.2 Gyr

More likely explanation: variable initial production ratios

High S/N
Low S/N

(stat) (sys, obs) (sys, PR)

Ret II

Actinides

actinide 
boost

actinide 
deficien
t

Initial production ratios are 
not universal! 
Need to be calculated per event 
(or class of events)
Need to characterize site and all 
the details...

Th/U ratio may hold - but hard 
to measure!



J0954+5246: A Highly Actinide-Enhanced r-II Star in the Milky Way 5
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Figure 2. Relevant syntheses and derived abundances for important r -process elements present in J0954+5246. The top
panels of each plot show the best-fit syntheses (solid lines) and 0.2 dex uncertainties (shaded regions) compared to the observed
spectrum (points). Key features are labeled. The bottom panels show the residuals between the observed spectrum and the
synthetic fits. Derived abundances corresponding to the plotted syntheses are indicated in each legend. The [Th/Fe] = 0.95
synthesis corresponds to a typical non-actinide-enhanced Th II line profile.

(Siqueira Mello et al. 2014). This spread is often at-211

tributed to a separate r -process, which is referred to as212

a limited, or weak, r -process (Wanajo & Ishimaru 2006;213

Hansen et al. 2012; Frebel 2018), and is distinct from214

that responsible for the production of second- and third-215

peak elements. Compared to the scaled-Solar pattern,216

the light r -process elements in J0954+5246 are indeed217

slightly lower, indicating little limited-r contribution. It218

should be noted that Mo has a significant p-process com-219

ponent, which is not accounted for in the Solar r -process220

residual, likely causing its apparent under-abundance221

(Meyer 1994).222

3.2. Heavy Neutron-Capture Elements223

We were able to derive abundances for all stable ele-224

ments between Ba and Hf, as well as Os, Ir, and Pb. Like225

most r -II stars, the abundance pattern of J0954+5246226

in this region agrees well with scaled-Solar r -process val-227

ues, with some deviations. Intriguingly, the abundance228

of Yb II is much higher than the scaled-Solar r -process229

value in J0954+5246; this over-abundance is also ob-230

served in CS 29497–004 (Hill et al. 2017) and CS 22892–231

052 (Sneden et al. 2008), neither of which display an232

actinide boost. However, it should be noted that the233

Yb abundance is derived from only one feature, and is234

a↵ected by hyperfine splitting, which is included in this235

synthesis. Similarly, Lu and Ir appear over-abundant236

relative to the Solar r -process pattern, but these el-237

ements each have just one optical feature suitable for238

abundance derivations. Figure 2 shows the synthesis of239

the lutetium feature from which we derived the Lu II240

abundance.241

3.3. Thorium, Uranium, and the Actinide Boost242

Uranium is among the most di�cult elements to243

measure in a star. However, being able to measure244

uranium—together with thorium—provides clues to the245

nature and possible site of the r -process that synthesized246

the actinides. Three lines of Th II were measured in this247

star, spanning of range of 0.23 dex. Only one line of U II248

CS31082-001 (Cayrel+2001); HE1523-0901 (Frebel+2007)

RAVE J2038−0023 (Placco+2017)

2MASS J0954+5246 
(Holmbeck+2018)

Also: 
CS29496-004 (Hill+2017)

BD+17 3248 (Cowan+2002)

6 U and 4 Pb measurements



190 Discovery of an r-Process Metal-Poor Star with Uranium

Fig. 7.1: Neutron-capture element abundances of HE 1523−0901 in comparison
with those from the solar r-process (Burris et al. 2000) scaled to match the observed
elements with 56 ≤ Z ≤ 69 (top panel). The bottom panel shows the residuals
from the abundances of HE 1523−0901 minus the solar r-process values.

because the contaminating blends are best known in the literature. First, a strong
13CH feature is located blueward (4019.01 Å) of the Th line. Despite the star

having 12C/13C of ∼ 2 − 4, (based on features at ∼ 4020, ∼ 4220 and ∼ 4310 Å),

the total carbon abundance is subsolar, [C/Fe] = −0.3, and thus not a major
contaminator. Second, the blending with the Ce II line at 4019.06 Å can easily be

accounted for by fitting the blue wing of the observed feature. Fortunately, the red

wing is dominated by the Th line and allows a well constrained fit. The additional

contamination of the whole region with numerous Co I lines is not very influential.

Other strong Th II lines are located in bluer regions of the spectrum with smaller

S/N . Also, the line fits suffer from unidentified features and blends that are
difficult to account for. Due to these problems, we adopt the abundance of

log ε(Th) = −1.12 from the Th II 4019 Å line.

In our high-resolution, high S/N spectrum of HE 1523−0901, we detect the U II

line at 3859.6 Å. The spectral region around this line is shown in Figure 7.2. We2MASS J0954+5246 (Holmbeck+2018)

Also: 
CS31082-001
RAVEJ2038−0023

6 U and 4 Pb measurements

HE1523-0901 (Frebel+2007)
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robust r-process in 
metal-poor halo stars

r-process 
abundance 
patterns are the 
same in the Sun 
and old metal-
poor stars

r-process stars 
are all extremely 
metal-poor:    
[Fe/H]~−3.0
(= 1/1000th of solar 
Fe value)

Universal r-process pattern
• r-process 

abundance 
pattern the 
same in the 
Sun and metal-
poor stars 

• r-process stars 
all extremely 
metal poor 
([Fe/H] ~ -3)

Sneden et al. 2008
Definition: [Fe/H] = log10(NFe/NH)star − log10(NFe/NH)Sun  
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Cain et al: 
new r-process stars

10 Cain et al.

Figure 4. R-process elemental abundance patterns for J2005�3057, J1432�4125, and J0858�0809 overlaid with a scaled solar
r-process pattern from Burris et al. (2000). Residuals are shown as well.

lar pattern. The Sr residuals, which are representa-
tive of the light-element enhancement with respect to
the scaled solar pattern, are +0.42 ± 0.05, �0.29 ±
0.05, and �0.04±0.08 dex for J0858�0809, J1432�4125,
J2005�3057, respectively. Here, we take the error to
be the statistical uncertainty in the Sr abundance. A
nearly identical trend is present in Zr residuals, which
are +0.44 ± 0.12, �0.26 ± 0.11, and +0.03 ± 0.10 dex,
respectively. Y residuals di↵er from Sr and Zr residuals
as a result of the choice of scaled solar r-process pattern
(Burris et al. 2000). Thus, we do not consider them in
our analysis, though we note that the abundance di↵er-
ences log ✏(Sr)?�log ✏(Y)? and log ✏(Zr)?�log ✏(Y)? val-
ues are remarkably consistent in all three stars, ranging
from 0.76-0.88 dex and 0.73-0.76 dex, respectively. This
suggests that the same process produces Sr, Y, and Zr
in a characteristic pattern. On the other hand, Sr and
Zr residuals for J0858�0809 and J2005�3057 are statis-
tically significant compared to the small variations due
abundance uncertainties among heavier elements with
Z � 56.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have presented the full elemental abundance pat-
terns for three new metal-poor r-process-enhanced red
giant stars, J0858�0809 with [Eu/Fe] = +0.23, the r-
I star J2005�3057 with [Eu/Fe] = +0.94, and the r-II
star J1432�4125 with [Eu/Fe] = +1.44. All three stars
exhibit remarkable agreement with the main component
of the respectively scaled solar r-process patterns, i.e.,
for elements Ba and above. This universality has been
seen again and again in r-process-enhanced stars, irre-
spective of their overall [Eu/Fe] values.
Elements associated with the main r-process compo-

nent are believed to be made in neutron star merg-
ers. Nucleosynthesis calculations suggest that suggest
that interactions between the two inspiraling neutron
stars (e.g., tidal ejecta) and dynamical ejecta during the
merger itself provide a very large neutron-to-seed-ratio
that enables production of elements up to and including
U (e.g., Thielemann et al. 2017). Given the abundant as-
trophysical evidence (e.g., Hotokezaka et al. 2015; Wall-
ner et al. 2015; Ji et al. 2016a; Drout et al. 2017; Kil-
patrick et al. 2017; Shappee et al. 2017), it appears that
the nucleosynthetic products of these two types of ejecta
(possibly from the same site) must consistently yield
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Goal: To build up sample of galactic r-process 
stars to provide the astrophysical data for tackling 
outstanding questions about the r-process

Connect observational data set with nuclear 
physic theory and chemical evolution efforts

Core group: Tim Beers, Rana Ezzeddine, Anna 
Frebel, Terese Hansen, Vini Placco, Ian Roederer, 
Charli Sakari. With ~20 more associated astronomers

R-Process Alliance
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Observational goals

Uncover many (nearly all?) bright 
=> r-process stars in the Milky Way: rI, rII stars but 
also r0 (low Eu but shows r-process pattern), some 
rIII; also CEMP-r stars

=> Limited r-process stars, i.e. stars with relative 
enhancement of Sr, Y, Zr compared to Eu and 
lanthanides

=> Others, such as r+s stars; occasional s-process/
i-process star



R-Process Alliance

Phase I
Medium-resolution 

spectroscopy

Phase II
Snapshot high-

resolution 
spectroscopy

Phase III
High S/N               

high-resolution 
spectroscopy

Component T1

R-process 
modeling

Component T2

Chemical evolution 
modeling

Observations

Theory

Component E1

Current experiments
FRIB

Component E2

Lab astro
Gravitational waves 

Experimental

Throughout:
Leverage JINA 
connections! 

Observing: We came 
together through JINA

Expertise in nuclear 
theory, nucleosynthesis

Experiments: Flood of 
nuclear data coming in 
and more during FRIB 
era
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Early results

Published:
Placco et al. 2017: U star
Sakari et al. 2018: brightest rII star
Hansen et al. 2018: first data release paper
Placco et al. 2018: med-resolution results
Holmbeck et al. 2018: actinide boost U star

Submitted:
Gull et al. 2018: first r+s star
Cain et al. 2018: three new rI/rII stars

In prep:
Sakari et al. 2018: second data release paper
...and more!



The first true r+s star!
An s-process star with [Fe/H] = -2.3 

that formed from r-process enhanced gas!

Gull, Frebel et al. 2018
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Reticulum II is not the 
only r-process galaxy!

Nope! 
Feb 2017: newly discovered UFD Tucana III hosts at least 1 

mildly r-process enriched star with [Fe/H] = -2.25!
=> 2 of 15 ultra-faint dwarfs show r-process enrichment

Hunt for more r-process galaxies is in full swing! :)
Their value to astrophysics + nuclear physics has been fully recognized by now

Hansen et al. 2017



20 rI stars in
• Tucana III
• Ursa Minor

• Draco 
• Sculptor 

• Fornax 
• Carina

Ursa Minor

Draco

Fornax

Tucana III

Carina

r-process 
operates in dwarf 

galaxies

-2.5 < [Fe/H] < -0.8
 0.3 < [Eu/Fe] < 1.0

-2.6 < [Fe/H] < -0.8
1.1 < [Eu/Fe] < 1.7

-3.0 < [Fe/H] < -2.1
1.0 < [Eu/Fe] < 2.1

13 r II stars in 
• Reticulum II

• Ursa Minor

• Draco 
• Fornax 

How can a variety of dwarfs have so 
different r-process levels?
=> Internal or external enrichment?
=> Different dilution masses?
=> Different accretion history 
      (accreted r-process stars)?



JINAbase
a new database of metal-poor stars

Abdu 
Abohalima

Abohalima & Frebel 2018, arxiv/1711.04410

http://jinabase.pythonanywhere.com
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The puzzle pieces for 
exploring the r-process

Dwarf Galaxy 
Archaeology 

Clean 
nucleosynthesis 

signatures in 
known 

environments

Nuclear 
Astrophysics 

Astrophysical 
origin(s) of the 

chemical  
elements

Stellar Archaeology 

Stellar element 
abundance patterns 
tell about previous 
enrichment events


